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Chicago - My kind of town

The Great Chicago Fire
October 8th, 1871
The story after the fire ....

The story of the Great Chicago Fire of 1871 isn’t really about the fire. It’s about what happened next:

*A remarkable moment when the most brilliant engineers, architects and inventors came together to build a new city.*

Their innovations – born of passion and practical ingenuity – shaped not just Chicago, but the modern world. What started 140 years ago continues to this day.
The **Marble Track Hack attack** is all about a simple marble that must successfully travel the track from start to finish in no more than 1m 30 sec. The marble must cross:

- At least four towers, 2.5 feet high
- At least six drops from one track to another
- Start at cup on the top of a tower
- End in the cup on the table
- At least 1 elevator per tower
- And yes, it’s OK to re-build anything!!

The Magic of Open Source Innovation through Collaboration  
Red Hat Blog by E.G.Nadhan
It’s elementary, my dear Open Minds!
Open Source - Lighter fluid for Innovation
Cognitive Diversity fuels continuous Innovation

It is not about who you are but how you think!
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Innovation
### The World’s Leading Provider of Open Source, Enterprise I.T. Solutions

- **More than 90%** of the Fortune 500 use Red Hat products & solutions*
- **~10,000** employees
- **85** offices
- **35** countries
- **S&P 500** company
- **The First $2 Billion Open Source Company in the World**
- **NYSE RHT**

*Red Hat client data and Fortune 500 list, 2015
Cognitive Diversity - Welcome to Red Hat!

From
Munich to Mountain View
Raleigh to Ra’anana
Singapore to Sao Paulo
70 offices
30 countries

Locations

With over 70 offices in greater than 30 countries, Red Hat has offices around the globe:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>North America</th>
<th>Asia Pacific</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Europe, Middle East, and Africa</td>
<td>Latin America</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cognitive Diversity - Welcome to Red Hat!

PRESS RELEASE

Red Hat Honors Instructors Who Champion Open Source Education in the U.S.

Twenty-one instructors recognized for incorporating open source into their academic work

*It is not about who you are but how you think!*
What happens when 25 Middle School girls get together?

They tell stories

Good things happen when we come together to create something new. Connections are formed. Discoveries are made. Fresh ideas emerge. And obstacles are overcome. That's why we believe that creative collaboration is the best way to make the world a better place—and to forge lasting friendships.

So, in partnership with the City of Boston, Boston After School & Beyond, Soledad Latina, and Boston University, we'll be teaching 25 of Boston's middle-school girls about the value of collaboration. From a Red Hat mobile CO-LAB trailer stationed at Boston's City Hall Plaza, we'll teach them how to build and code a digital camera from a Raspberry Pi computer kit. Then, they'll take their cameras out to capture what collaboration means to them.
Cognitive Diversity - Welcome to Red Hat!

It is not about who you are but how you think!
It’s all about culture!

P105082 - The keys to creating an open organization and a culture of openness

Thursday, May 4, 10:15 AM - 11:00 AM -- Room 156AB

- Jason Hibbets - Opensource.com Community Manager, Red Hat
- Patricia Bogoevici - Sr. IT Manager for DevOps & Agile, Red Hat
- David Egts - Chief Technologist, North America Public Sector, Red Hat
- E.G. Nadhan - Chief Technology Strategist (Central), Red Hat
- Thomas Cameron - Senior Principal Cloud Evangelist, Red Hat

In this panel, members of the open organization community at Opensource.com reflect on more than a year of community discussions and #OpenOrgChat Twitter chats to offer insights and tips for building the culture of the future in tomorrow’s workplaces.
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